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Abstract - Automatic categeorization of lung diseases in
computed tomography (CT) images is an important
diagnostic tool for computer-aided system of diagnosis .
In this study, we define a new image based feature
extraction technique for classification of lung CT images.
A novel hybrid based method was obtained by combining
the Gabor filter and Walsh Hadamard transform features
using median absolute deviation (MAD) technique. Thus,
it includes the advantages of combined models. The
proposed system comprises of 3 stages. In the initial
stage, the images are given as inputs and features are
obtained by applying by novel fusion based feature
wrenched method, followed by second stage, in which
obtained features are selected by applying genetic
algorithm which selects the top ranked features. In the
final stage, categeorisers namely decision tree, memory
based classification (KNN), Multi layer perceptron Neural
Networks (MLP-NN) are employed to perform
classification of the lung diseases. A total of 500 datasets
for the diseases influenza, tuberculosis, pleural effusion
and normal lung were used for training and testing. The
classification precision of above 90% is accomplished by
multilayer perceptron neural network classifier. The
system has been trial outed with a number of real
Computed Tomography lung images and has achieved
satisfactory results in classifying the lung diseases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
From the recent years, medical CT Images have been used in
medical field of diagnosis widely. In the recent years, medical
CT Images have been applied in clinical diagnosis widely. It
helps physicians to find and locate pathological changes with
more precision. Computed tomography images can be
distinguished for different tissues according to their
different gray levels [1]. Lung diseases may be caused by
infection, an outlet at the workplace, medications and
various deffects. X-ray chest radiography and computer
tomography (CT) are two common anatomic imaging models
that are mostly used in the detection and diagnosis of a
various lung diseases. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are among
the most famous methods to do a feature selection. GAs has
the ability to acquire either the exact or approximate
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved

time. GA carries out adaptive searching, succeeded by the
standard concepts from natural genetics and evolution based
on natural selection. Owing to their potential, GA is used in
this work to perform selection. [3]
CT images of the lungs produced are with noise and no
obvious changes in the grayscale boundary and other
features, and are not susceptable to split. Therefore, the first
thing to do is preprocessing of an image. The aim is to
remove these places which are not productive to hew, which
is to erase the noise of the lung CT images. Consequently, the
boundary part of the CT image which changes smoothly
should be sharpened in order to make possible the following
work of segmentation.
The morphological smoothening and median filter
techniques are used to separate the noise from the images
and improve the image. The median filter will detach the salt
and the pepper noises and produces the improved image.
The erosion and dilation is called as Opening operation
which vanquish the bright details diminish where dilation
followed by erosion is closing operation which suppresses
the dark details are calculated. In this work the darker
details are overpower where the dilation is performed first
and then it is followed by erosion. The preprocessed image is
developed by using the median filter and morphological
smoothening.

2. RELATED WORK
(Kalender)[1]An amazing overview of CT images and
technology and applications .CT imaging had emerged far
enough in respective of resolution and resolution to make it
a liable tool in the trend of images of the lungs. A
combination of pixel-based and knowledge-based algorithms
for lung segmentation in CT images [4]. However, the
maximum number of features actually describes a problem.
It generates the ‘‘ curse of dimensionality problem , where
the indexing structures lowers and the significance of each
feature diminishing, making the process of indexing and
capturing and obtaining extremely time consuming.
Pathologies are identified using automated CAD system. It
assists the radiologist in study the digital images to bring out
the possible outcomes of the diseases. The medical images
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are acquired from different imaging systems such as CT
scans etc.
(Hu and Brown )[2[[3], dynamic programming has been
used to extract highest cost path, which matches to the
junction line between the left and right lung. Hu etal. have
used to generalize the threshold to segment lung regions
instead of fixed threshold. Smoothing of the segmented lung
areas is then accomplished in three separate stages to deal
with three different issues: filling gaps caused by pulmonary
vessels, deleting minute airgaps and removing large airgaps .
(Samuel) [4] has put up the process of tracking on the border
to find boundaries at the regions. A fully automated
approach for pulmonary segmentation is an important
preprocessing step in a lung CAD system.
(Rushin Shojaii, Javad Alirezaie and Paul Babyn)[5] describes
the different threshold adaptive values for the different
slices of the ares of the disease and after that the pros and
cons of the methods have been discussed in the detail.
(Hassan MR, Hossain MM, Bailey J, Ramamohanarao and Seiji
Ishikawa)[6] describes proposed the various methods to
discuss the complete study of classification of the diseases
and all the affected areas and all the randomized techniques
and their evolutionary strategies.
(Qiang Li, Shusuke Sone, Kunio Doi)[7] describes the slicing
processing method of the lung CT images, using
mathematical morphology, EM algorithm segmentation for
nodules segmentation and extraction. Thus it provides great
assistance for medical image practitioners in diagnosis to
patients and improves the results of diagnosis.
(Moon, T.K. )[8]The growth rate of pulmonary nodules is a
mark of differentiation between benign nodules and
hypertentensed nodules.the strengths and weaknesses are
discussed in detail. It can assist doctors by dividing the CT
images nodules which are detected to find their volumes
and to compute multiplication rate within a given frame of
time.

3. GAPS IN EXISTING LITERATURE
The fusion method is studied in the classification of lung
diseases using Genetic Algorithm. Various methods have
been proposed and developed to find the solution in
reasonable amount of time which are studied and discussed
under literature review section. The gaps in study are
identified and are discussed along with found drawbacks of
existing methods as follows:
The major drawback of most of the existing heuristics is that
they are evaluated with the use of modulated fusion method,
less accuracy has been achieved in the process of developing
the chromatographic images of the pulmonary lung disease.
© 2015, IRJET.NET- All Rights Reserved

During the classification of disease using decision trees and
neural network method, scalability of the resultant images
are not enhanced properly.

4. METHODOLOGY PROPOSAL
It defines how different gaps discussed above will be
removed using the proposed algorithm using genetic
operators.
The proposed genetic algorithm is given below:
PSUEDOCODE
[Step1] Begin: Generate random population of P solutions
(chromosomes);
[Step2]For each individual i P: calculate fitness (i);
[Step3]For i=1 to number of generations; Randomly select an
operation (crossover or mutation);
[step5]If crossover; Select two parents at random ia and ib;
Generate on offspring ic = crossover (ia and ib);
[step6]Else If mutation; Select one chromosome i at random;
Generate an offspring ic = mutate (i); End if;
[step7]Calculate the fitness of the offspring ic; If ic is better
than the worst chromosome then replace the worst
chromosome by ic;
[step8]Next i;
[step 9]Check if termination = true;
End;

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this work a novel fusion based feature extraction is
proposed and feature selection is done by genetic algorithm
that selects the high ranked characterstics and
categeorization is performed through J48 , decision trees and
neural network classifiers to classify the lung CT dataset.
The algorithm has been developed based on the concept of
texture and pixel co-efficient characterstics. This method
greatly works well for the identification of lung diseases with
high sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. Studies show that
MLP NN classifier with median absolute deviation
techniques and genetic algorithm for feature selection
produces better results. This makes a point on the choice of
using fusion with the genetic algorithm with the classifier.
This approach has potential for future development because
of this simplicity that will help to classify the types of lung
diseases. The developed classification system is made to
provide valuable diagnosis for the medical theory. The work
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can further be carried by involving more feature extraction
and selection methods for the classification of more lung
diseases.
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